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SAP Enterprise Support Advisory Council
Co-innovate with SAP on strategic topics
SAP Enterprise Support Advisory Council (ESAC)
Participants become early adopters of the latest support innovations. They also profit from a bigger investment from SAP’s si de (e.g., expert
advice) and by directly influencing SAP’s support offering in a meaningful way based on own requirements.

Early adopter
Expert access

Co-Innovation

Pilot new offerings

Close Collaboration

Direct feedback

Co-Investment

Direct influence

Transparency

Customer

Discuss and share ideas with SAP
experts and other customers
in SAP Enterprise Support value maps
and remote and onsite workshops
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SAP Enterprise Support Advisory Council
Integration Workstream
Co-innovation to focus on the consumption readiness of
Hybrid business processes using SAP’s fit to standard
Integration best practices on SCPI* and other
middleware platforms**

Hybrid Success planning for
LOB and ERP Cloud
Architecture and Interfaces



Hybrid Success configuration
review for Integration
deployments



Quarterly release adoption and
consumption for SCPI* and
other technologies*












Fit to Standard Integration Architecture for SFSF, C4C, Ariba and S4HC
Fit to Standard Integration Interfaces for SFSF using SCPI*
SAP Integration best practice sharing for SFSF, C4C, Ariba and S4HC
End to end Integration configuration review for SFSF using SCPI*
Recommendations

Quarterly introduction of new Integration packages and features
Change management and impact insights
Adoption guidance

ESA and CSM Internal
Enablement and Empowerment
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* SAP Cloud Platform Integration

** Process Integration and Point to Point
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ESAC Cloud Integration Co-innovation approach for 2018
Solution
Lifecycle

Prepare

Verify

Realize

Hybrid Success Planning
Checks and Webinars

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

On premise to Hybrid Landscape
transformation
Hybrid security and connectivity
planning
Data Migration best practices
Fit to standard integration
architecture
Fit to standard interfaces
…

Hybrid Planning
Webinars
1.

2.
3.

Integration
Quarterly
Adoption
Webinars

Hybrid Success
Configuration Checks

Hybrid Planning Checks
1.

Launch

GO Live

Integration
Adoption Webinars

SFSF Talent Hybrid Checks
1.
2.
3.
4.

Connectivity
Employee Profile
Recruiting
Onboarding

1.
2.
3.
4.

SFSF Integration Center
Point to Point technology
SCPI* pre-packaged content
PI** pre-packaged content

SFSF Employee Central
Hybrid Checks
1.
2.
3.
4.

Connectivity
Cost Center Replication
Employee Data Replication
Organization Object Replication

S/4Hana Cloud to other Cloud LOB
solutions
Ariba to other Cloud and On
Premise solutions
…
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* SAP Cloud Platform Integration

** SAP Process Integration

ESAC Integration Work stream- Reference Customers and Partners
Gaining confidence and speeding the adoption of Integrated Cloud HR

DERCO, Chile

Mphasis, APJ

Speeding Integrated Cloud HR Transformation with SAP
Preferred Success

Helping Customers make the Right Choices with SAP Enterprise
Support

>> Access business transformation study

>> Access business transformation study

Impetus, India

Soltius, New Zealand

Carsa, Argentina

Gaining confidence to adopt integrated Cloud HR with SAP
Enterprise Support

Gaining confidence in cloud integration with SAP
Enterprise Support Advisory Council

Creating an integration road map through cloud integration with
SAP Enterprise Support

>> Access business transformation study

>> Access business transformation study

>> Access business transformation study
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Thank You.
Thank you for your time!

More information?
https://support.sap.com/esac
http://sapsupport.info/esac

Questions?
SAP_Enterprise_Support@sap.com
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